YAMAHA TRACER 900/900GT 2019+ (WS-686) INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT:
Before the Sargent Seat can
be installed, the front seat
OEM latching bracket must
be transferred to the
Sargent Seat.

Tools Required:

YAMAHA TRACER 900/900GT 2019+
SEAT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

10mm Socket or Wrench

INSTALLATION

OEM
BRACKET

Front Seat:
1. Transfer the front seat OEM latching bracket to the Sargent
Seat as indicated on the right.

2. Install your new Sargent seat the same way you would your
OEM seat in the desired seat height per your OEM user's
manual using the following steps:
a. Place the OEM HI/LOW plastic adjuster bracket in the
appropriate position.

IMPORTANT!
Before installing the OEM
bracket, add four washers
(supplied), two on the plastic
post and two on the threaded
stud as shown above.

FRONT FRAME
RECEIVER

FRONT SEAT
TONGUE

b. Carefully align and guide front seat tongue into the
appropriate front receiver. See illustration.
c. Make final adjustments aligning the registration tab to
the proper receiver on the frame.
d. Push down to engage.

REGISTRATION
TAB

TAB
RECIEVER

NOTE: It is normal for the front seat to press
slightly on the OEM under seat body work in the low
position. As an option, this body work may be
trimmed slightly (2-3 mm) to alleviate this conflict.
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Rear Seat:

Maneuver the seat down and back to engage rear tabs
on motorcycle. Once you are sure that the rear tongues
and tabs are properly engaged, push down on front of
rear seat to engage lock. FOR INFORMATION ON
REAR SEAT INSTALLATION, SEE OUR VIDEO AT
https://youtu.be/WTRXrs2IMbY

REAR SEAT
TABS

FRAME
TABS

HELPFUL HINT:
Carefully maneuver the seat into place by first being
sure to clear the under seat body work. NOTE: this may
take a little patience and it may help to spread the body
work using your hands to achieve clearance. Once in
place, moderate backward force may be required to
align the latch before pushing down to engage.

IMPORTANT:

The seat tabs MUST be UNDER the frame
tabs on the motorcycle. Once engaged, verify
this by tugging up on the back of the rear seat.
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